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Sununary
A number of characteristics of the life phenomena are analysed on the
physical basis so that life may be tu1derstood from the principles of physical
sciencec

This analysis includes the exponentially multiplying system. the

concomitant linearly multiplying system, the self·controlled
maintained

system~

the motor system, the sensory

coordination system"

primordial

and the sensorycmotoJr"

The definition may be generalized to include

life~ exo~lifeJ super~life

.

,, ..,

sub~

and pseudo"life which are special

cases of the generalized life defined by one or several of the
characteristics,

the self·

Combinations of these characteristics may be used to

define a variety of livesc
life~;

system~

system~

Applications of the principles of

pseudo~l

abot~'e

discussed

ives to social

(economic system) and humanistic (civilization) studies a1·e indicated"

--------~---------·
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2
A general theory of life based on the physical principles is developed
in tl'.ro parts.

The first part is a phenomenological study concerning the ques-

tion what is life.

The phenomena of life that are seemingly different from

physical systems are analysed in a number of aspects separately; each is
studied on the basis of physical laws systematically and exhaustively, so
that the various characteristics of life may be understood on the physical
basis.

The second part is an attempt to deduce biology from physical science

by showing that the appearance of the various characteristics of life in. the

evolut ional history follows the dictation of the physical principles.
tries to establish the general dynamical principles in biology.

It also

The ultimate

purpose is to learn the origin and evolution of life from the first principles
of physics.

This paper concerns the first part; the second part will be con-

tained in another paper (1) referred to as Paper II.
The characteristics of life phenomena are listed and analysed below.

The

definition of life Will be discussed aftenvnrd.

1.

E?q>onentially multiplying system

One of the characteristics of life is the capability of living systems to
multiply themselves identically (or nearly identically)· so that the number of
individuals increases e}qx)nentially (or~nearly so) in the course of time in an
infinite nutrient medium.

This characteristic corresponds to the phenomenon

of reproduction on the macroscopic level and to the function of replication of
DNA on the molecular level.
In the physical universe such a system may occur under proper conditions.
One example in nuclear astrophysics is the synthesis of .elements by the rapid
neutron absorption process (2) terminated by fission and repeated again

~d

3
agairlo

An exhaustive study will discover more of such systemso

We shall

limit ourselves to the field of catalytic synthetic chemical reactions on the
molecular

level~

to which the presently known living systems belong,,

Suppose ir1 an infinite nutrient meditun there are substrate molecules 13 1 ,
Bz~o o"

ready to be synthesized into macromolecules"

SUppose there exists a

catalytic molecule A1 which catalyses the synthesis of another molecule Az
out of the

B~so

The number of A1 molecules remains the same 9 catalyst being

used over and over again without changeo

The mnnber of

:increase linearly irl time" but not exponentiallyo

Az

However~

molecules will
an exponentially

multiplying system may be constructed if A2 itself is a catalyst which
lyses the synthesis of another molecule A3 out of the
catalyses the synthesis of

and A3 in turn

A ~

4 and so onj ad infinitlml, assuming the reaction

rates are the same (or nearly so)"
tiallyo

B~s"

cata~

Such a system involving

The :mmtber of Au s then increases exponcn=

infinite~y

many catalysts is rare in occur··

renee 9 the probability being n"" s where n is the average probability of one
moleculeus being a catalysto

On the other hand 9 if one of the A's, say

f\1 + 1 ~

happens to be identical with A1 ~ then an exponentially multiplying system may

be for.med with n catalystsj the probability of firlding n catalysts being nn~
now much greater than n""o

The probability is greatest when n=l v corresponding

to auto"·catalytic reactionso .

However~

there are quantum mechanical reasons

to believe that auto=catalytic synthetic reactions are extremely imp'rdbable
and the most significant exponentially multiplying system is the n=2 system
(3)"

This may be looked upon in a naive

are the

same~

way~

The catalyst and the product

and one cannot expect the catalytic action to be carried out by

the complementary relation of molecular
major mechanism in biochemistryo

configuration~

which seems to be the

The n=2 system is called the allowed

sys~em;

4

n=3 system is called the first forbidden system, etc.
Let us consider the allowed system which consists of two components A1
and

Az.

In the multiplying process the firstg thiro 9 fifth, etc. generations

are in the form of A1 , different from the second, fourth, sixth, etc. genera-

Az.

tions in the fonn of
hand~

The system is tlrus inhomogeneous"

On the other

one may easily construct a homogeneous system by a slight variation:

Let the first generation be a composite of A1 and A2 • The second generation is
thus a composite of Az and A1 which is identical with the first. We may now
recognize that this is just the way DNA operates,
the two components A1 and

Az;

The two strands of DNA are

in the replication process A1 catalyses the

mat ion of Az and Az ·catalyses the formation of A1.

for~·

Each generation is a com-

posite of A1 and A2 •
It is gratifying to know that DNA belongs to the. allowed system.

were forbidden then

tl~re

If it

is always the danger that some day an allowed system

will emerge and take over the world from the forbidden system.
Let us now consider the first forbidden system which consists of three
components A1, Az and A3 •

A1 catalyses the synthesis of Az which in turn

catalyses the synthesis of

~

thus forming a cycle.

which in turn catalyses the synthesis of A1,

The homogeneous system may take the. form of a three-

stranded macromolecule with three-way pairing among the side chan1s of the
three strands P analogous to the pairing of DNA.

One interesting point on the

error rate of replication may be mentioned here with regard to this kind of
hypothetical informational moleculec
tion is at most lo-3 (4).

The error rate in single strand recogni-

Tlrus the error rate in replication with a single-

stTi:Uldcd nucleic acid as the template is probably in the neighborhood of lo-4,
On

the other hand, the error rate with a double-stranded DNA as the template

~

•

s

.

is nearly the same as the rate of spontaneous mutation in reproduction which
is about lo-8,

The large difference may be explained by the theory of repli-

cation previously developed by the author (S)o

The error rate of double-

stranded DNA replication, because of the double check of the hydrogen-bondedbase-pairs, is the square of that of single-stranded DNA (lo-4)2~ agreeing
with the observed value of lo-8.

The three-stranded molecule, because of the

three-way check~ will have the replication error reduced further to 10~12.
The low error rate of double-stranded DNA over single-stranded nucleic acids
probably is responsible to the fact that organisms based on double-stranded
DNA is capable of developing into very complex fonns while those based on
single- stranded nucleic acids do not develop beyond the stage of virus.

The

degree of complexity from virus to man is increased by a factor of 104p judged
by the increase of the length of DNA"

One may sunni.sc that the changing of

the information molecule from double-stranded to triple-stranded would also
increase the limit of complexity by another factor of 104 because of the even
loher rate of replication error.

If the somatic mutation theory of agiz1g (6)

is right, the lower rate of error in replication and in other form of nrutation
of the triple- stranded molecule
life.

\~ill

enable the organism to live a much longer

Thus the hypothetical triple-stranded infonnation mOlecule would give

rise to the possibility of an organism I!llch .more long-living and ruch more
complex and thus presumably much more intelligent than us (superman!).

It is

true that the lower rate of mutation leads to lower rate of evolution and the
question may be raised whether the age of the physical universe is Jong enough
for the. superman to evolveo

In this respect it may be mentioned that mutation

in replication is not the major mechanism of evolutioi1 (see Paper II) <md the
other mechanisms of evolution

'~ill

operate without hindrance.

Though the first

6

forbidden system has a lower rate of occurrence than the allowed system. the
number of planetary systems in the stellar universe is sufficiently large to
make the occurrence of the first forbidden system not impossibleo

Conco~!~ant

Zo

linearly-nrultiE},ling

~stem

In addition to being an exponentially multiplying systemp knmvn living
systems are at the same time a Linearly nrultiplying system corresponding to·
the growth of the individual on the macroscopic leveL

On the molecular level

this corresponds to the function of transcription of DNAo

The significant

point here is that both systems are served by one and the same entity--the
DNA moleculeo

In the physical world it is easy to understand and construct line:1rly
multiplying systemso

My one-stage or multi=state (not cyclic) catalytic

reaction is a linearly multiplying systemo

But one entity serving two func=

tions is unusual and has far reaching consequences in biologyQ
The significance of the double function is that it reduces the burden of
reproducing the individual organismo

Without such a system the replication

process will have to reproduce the whole individual which involves a large
number of molecules and a complex structureo

With such a system it is only

necessary to reproduce the genetic molecule; the development of the individual
from the genetic molerule is left to the linearly multiplying system (prin·,
ciple of

two~, stage

rocket) o

The task of replication is greatly simplified

and this is made possible only when the two functions are carried out by the
same moleruleo

The simplification of the machinery of life makes the develop,·

..--

ment of complex fonns of life possible"
Is it possible in the physical world to construct one entity which serves

-- -- ------- --

- - ------------------·

-··

---- --

---------- -----------~
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a double function?

In engineering we can always design a machine to serve a

specific function.

One-purpose machines can always be expected..;

On the other

hand, in special cirClDllstances and by good luck, it is possible to design a
machine to serve two independent functionso
bicycle serve two independent ftmctions:
is that of a gyroscope.

For example, the wheels of a

one is that of a wheel, the other

It is the special circumstances involved (both

involve rotation) and the ingenuity of the inventor that make the combination
possible; this simplifies the machinery of a bicy-cle as a vehicle to a great
extent.

Machines that serve twa independent functions concomitantly are

defined as supennachines of the first order; those that serve three independent
functions are defined as supennachines of the second order, etc"
cannot be expected.

Supermach:ines

On the other hand, by probability, out of a large number

of machines there is always a small fraction for which the special
stances may make them possible to become supennachineso

cir~um

A supermachine

involves ingenuity but is by no means mysterious and can be understood in
terms of physical and statistical considerationso

On the other hru1d, it docs

involve an element of chance; and an element of chance here enters biology,,
From the study of replication of DNA (S)p one gains the impression tlmt DNA
is a high-order supermachine (perhaps of the fourth or fifth order), and the
development of life to the present state is very much dependent on the special
circumstances that make the DNA possible to serve a number of independent
functions.
The recent works by Wigner (7) and Landsberg (8), which seem to imply
that quantum mechanics exclude life, bring out sharply the difficulty of dupli·
eating an individual organism, a complex molecular system no matter how
from physical point of view..

~nall,

The difficulty is partly solved by developing

\

the concomitant lincarly·zmultiplying system by which the molecular system
that has to be duplicated is reduced to a ruch simpler one (the genetic mole·
cule) and the phase space requirement is reduced substantially,.

The remaining

difficulty of duplicating the genetic JIJDlecule is solved by substitut111g the
homogeneousj n=2 exponentially multiplying system for the n=l system (.3)"
Thus the quantum mechanical difficulty is avoided by two acts of ingenious
strategy~

which, of

course~

are the results of evolutiono

Another point is in order here concerning the self=reproclucing automata
of von Neumarm (9) o

He proved that a

from computer engineering point of

self~reproducing

view~

machine is poss1ble

though he did not consider quantum

His automata may be classified as the n=1

mechanics and thermodynamicso

e>.."ponentially rultiplying system; there is no separation of reproduction and
growth and the automata are
is 'totally conscrvativeo

machines~

not supennachinesn

The genetic material

The progeny is fully mature at birth (instant man)
,,

like automobiles coming off assembly line ready to perfonn in full capacity"
M1ile such a system may be considered as a fonn of generalized life (sec later
discussion)~

its bearing on the Wlderstanding of the presently known life is

rather remote.

His theroem does not tell us how and why the presently known

life 11 which is a n=2 system 8 a
arises and operates.,

supermachine~ semi·~conservative?,

Furthennore~

constructing a molecular

system~

and

non·instant~

if he considered quantum mechanics when

he wruld encounter the difficulty raised by

\Vlgner and Landsberg for being a n=-1 systemo

If he considered thennodynamics

he \vould have the diffic:ul ty of eliminating all irreversible processes that
tend to decrease the amount of informationo
view~

From the evolutional point of

this kind of life is so much less efficient than the presently known

I '

'~

life that its spontaneous generation is highly improbable,,

------ ---

---------

---

----

~

--------
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The question how the DNA dual-ftmction supennachine comes into being has
been discussed in another paper (10) in connection with the mechanism of transcription.

It is proposed that the transcription process is closely analagous

to replication, so I!Ulch so that it may be regatded as a "I!Ultant" of replication.
The biological evolution is assumed to start with the appearance of nonsense
self-replication molecules.
irrelevant product

"M.Jtation" of the replication process produces

(trash) instead of replica progeny.

Among the many trash

products some, by probability, may happen to be useful when associated with
the precursor.

The combination thus survives better than others and becomes

the dominant species.

This is the beginning of the individual organism whid1

is already endowed with a dual-ftmction genetic molecule.

This is also the

beginning of sense, and the end of nonsense of the genetic molecule.

The

special circumstances that make the dual-function possible lie in the fact
that both replication and transcription involve the synthesis of a new
tide chain with an old chain as template.

nucl~o

The actual appearance of the dual=

function system is the result of population statistics in evolutiono

Thus

the emergence of the supenilachine is lDlderstandable in tenns of dynamic and
statistical analysis.
3.

Self-controlled sxstem

Another characteristic of life is the control mechanisms that put the
chemical reactions and physical processes in order in the development of the
individual, in the carrying out of .the ftmctions, in the adaptation of the
individual to the environmentp and in

reprodUction~-=in

other wordsi the

mechanisms that organize the physical and chemical processes into linearly and
exponentially multiplying systems according to a specific schedule.

These

characteristic vital activities have been analysed and can be understood in

II

L~::..

______·----~--·· .. ---

-------

--·

--··-'-~-·

·--··

------ --- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - -·-----------· -----·--
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terms of physics and chemistryo

In genetics the operon theory (11) contri·

In other areas the feed=

buted to the understanding of the control mechanism"

back control mechanism (12) and allosteric control mechanism (13) have been
developedo

Other mechanisms may be

developed later o

...... -

Much work has been and

is being done which greatly clarifies the mechanism of self-control which used

·~

to be considered a vital characteristic not subject to physical analysis,
It seems that the above three aspects are sufficient to cover the

behavior of· virus (the host cell is considered as the nutrient medium) and
some bacteria"

With these three characteristics understood in tenns of physics

and chemistry the behavior of these lower organisms may be understood from the
physical point of viewo

It may be noted that the three aspects mvol ve only

properties of molecules and thennodynarnic systems in proper combination and
proper sequence.

Besides the combination and sequence the basic processes are

not different from inanimate material systems· in physics and chemistry and
therefore it is not surprising that these life forms sometimes behave like the
inanimate material system--ioeoD viruses may exist in crystal form and bacteria
may exist in the dehydrated fonn for a long time without change and without
activityo

To put it symbolically, the transformation between life and "death"

(14) is reversibleo

In higher organisms this characteristic disappears with

the emergence of another characteristic discussed below"

4o

Self ~maintained system

This is the characteristic responsible for the fact that life in the
higher fonns is constantly active (cannot take a break) and the transformation
from life to death is irreversibleo

It manifests itself in biology in the

appearance of p1·ocessesg one leading into another in succession and the last

. _.;-

-·--------····. ·----- ------------ --------- -------·----------- _____________:_ __i
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one leading into the first, tl'n..ts operating in a cycle.
whole; is not a thermodynamic system

nor~

of

course~

The cycle, taken as.a

a mere

molecule~

therefore is not a familiar object but a new entity in physicso

and

Though the

cycle may eventually be analysed in terms of elementary physical and chemical
~)

processes~

the woole exhibits characteristics quite different from and even

contradictory to those of thennodynamic systems and moleculeso

This is the

origin of many vital characteristics that seem to be different from or

contra·~

dietary to the behavior of physical and chemical systems (usually either
thermodynamic systems or molecular systems)"

To introduce the concept of

self ··maintained system, we consider an example in
from \\hich the tenn

"self~maintained"

physics~

the discharge tube

originateso

The gas in a discharge tube before discharge is a thermodynamic system;
its properties are completely specified by a few parameters and are independent
of the past historyo

One may study a number of cause-·effect

relations~·=~lil

to determine its conductivity under the action of a field, which is very lmv.,
The discharge phenomenon begins with the Townsend discharge which is not self-maintaineclo

Though the gas in the tube increases the current by nrul tiple

ionization, the maintenance of the

current depends on the supply of initial

ions from external sources (cosmic rays$ etco)o
ions is completely eliminated the rurrent stopso

If the external source of·
As the voltage supply

increases the discharge passes through a stage called

breakdown~

after which

the discharge is called Claw discharge which is self~maintainedo In this
if
/
stage~ even/the external source of ions is completely eliminated the current
will not stopo

The tube now has its own supply of electrons and thus the cur-

rent is self=maintainedo

What happens is that the accumulation of positive

ions at the cathode produces electrons by secondary emission, upon bombardment

··----

-----------~--------------------

....

---·

.

----· ---·--·

..

- ------· ------------·
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tiono

The superior efficiency of the

self~maintained

system is demonstrated

by the simple example in daily life that it is easier to keep the motor run·
ning idle than to stop and start it

again~

and also by the example that it is
r...

easier to maintain a fire at all times than to make a new fire every time it
is neededo

In fact~ the keeping of the self..,mailitained fire is one of the

indispensable operations of a primitive civilization (a fonn of generalized
life~ ..

see later discussion)"

The superior efficiency makes the evolut.ional

process converge :in this direction and is the reason for the appearance of the
self~maintained

system in higher organisms and for the important role it plays

in themo
e"

Higher stability"

Self-maintained systems are stable in two respects:

in operation and in evolutiono
ing a

self~maintained

One of the necessary conditions for construct-

system is the built=in stabilizing mechanism that enables

the cycle to be operated irt steady state (not diverging or converging)·"

This

.

is exemplified by the glow discharge tube which exhibits. remarkably stable
tenninal voltage 8 so nruch so that it may be used a voltage regulator.

The

operational stability is a desirable feature in biological systems; the evolutio~

into higher organisms is marked by the development of systems of higher

stability (constant body
of

self~maintained

temperature~

systemso

for example) and tfn:ts by the appearance

From evolutional point of view, the operation of

the cycle depends on the exact coordination of the elementary processes the
cycle is made of, and any mutation changing one elementary process may disrupt
the operation of the whole cycle and may become lethal.

Thus~

once a cycle

is establishedp it tends to prevent evolutional processes to change the operations al-.ray from the cycle"

The evolutional process before the establi shmcnt

of the self-maintained system is randcm; aften-mrds it becomes stabilized and

15
no longer changes at random.
<ldv.ontages.
.!l11T10ssihle

This is a fact that has both advantages and

For example, once the

DNA-~~A-protein

uis~-

cycle is established, it

i.~.

for the system to evolve by inf.initesimal changes from the n=2 sys·

tcm to the n=3

system~

which is superior in a certain sense.

Also the 1inc.ar

infonJtHion storage system of DNA is a rather poor sy::.;tem for in.fonnation
retrieval and this shortcoming can never be improved by infi.ni tesimal dtanges
in evolution; the significance of this point in developmental biology will be
J.i scusscd .in Paper 11.

Once the evolutional process is no longer random, the

concept that evolution develops the system of maximum efficiency should be
modified.

Evolution by infinitesimal changes seeks not the absolute maximum

but the local maximum subject to the constraints developed by evolution itself
(it is near- sighted and biased).

The advantages of the self-maintained sys-

terns make the evolutional process proceed towards them; the stability of the
systems prevents the process to develop away from them.
ac.cumulation of self-maintained.

systems~

The result is a large

cmd this is why higher organisms are

characterized by them,
The glow discharge tube operates in a wide range of voltage of the power
supply and remains stable.

On the other

hand~

under higher supply voltage it

may pass into another self-maintained discharge,

namely~

the e:mcrgence: of a ncN mechanism of electron supply,

emission.

Thus change of

self~maintained

discontinuous, catastrophic

•

f.

affair~

Dyrlamic characteristics.

good insulator to a good conductor.

the arc discharge with

namely~

'

the high field

system is not impossible but is a

not the result of continuous evolution.
In glow discharge the gas changes from a
In passing from glow discharge to arc

discharge the tube may everi exhibit negative resistance which is against the
laws of nature of ordinary substances (thermodynamic systems).

Thus the self-

.. --------~------------.--

----~----------

·--

--------

·---------

--·-·--····-·······
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maintained system, compared with ordinary substance, exhibits a number of
unusual properties, yet they are not mysterious and can be understood rn
tenns of physical principles by analysing the operation of the cycle.

Many

\

of the unusual and even mysterious properties of life may be understood in
terms of

self-maint~ined

operations.

(·

"'

The crux of the matter is that self-maintained systems (such as a discharge tube) have input-output relations just as thennodynamics systems (such
as a resistor) have and thus may be used to perform the same functions of
thermodynamics systems but are not thermodynamics systems themselves and have
characteristic quite different from the latter.

In physics and engineering

design one usually deals with molecules (microscopic) or thermodynamics systems (macroscopic).

A thermodynamics system is completely specified by a few

parameters (thennodynamical variable); the past history of the system is completely forgotten and irrelevant.

The input-output relations are uniquely

determined by the equation of state.

The behavior of the system is completely

determined by tl1e external factors (intensive properties of the system in
equilibrium with the environment determines the extensive properties through
the equation of state).

These are characteristics of "mechanical" systems in

the usual sense.

Because most systems discussed in physics and engineering
·
physical
design are of this kind, one tends to regard the whole/miverse to be operated
on this basis and life phenomena become difficult to understand.
maintained system is history dependent.

The self-

The behavior of the system is deter-

mined not only by the external factors but also by the characteristics of the
elementary processes of the cycle, which we may define on a phenomenological

•

basis as the "self'', in the sense that they are not specified in the external.
Whereas the self may be analysed in terms of the mechanical behavior of the

·---------···-- ---------

·----------------------~
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elementary processes, the emergence of the self as a determining factor of the
output is a new manifestation.

While 'We are still far from an understanding

of the mental processes in tenns of physics and chemistry, we do find room in
the self-maintained system to explain phenomena that cannot be explained by
thennodynamics systems, witoout introducing anything beyond the principles of
physical science.

(Even the concepts of the individUal and the will may be

susceptible to physical analysis and the age-old philosophical problem of the
matter and the mind may eventually be settled on scientific basis.)

This

point is not self-evident even from the standpoint of physics, as exemplified
by lVigner's recent view that quantum mechanics is not suitable for a complete
description of all natural phenomena including life and at least should be
modified to include new concepts 0 such as consciousness, which are not necessary in physics (7).

That this is not necessarily so has been discussed in

another paper (3).
The emergence of self-maintained systems in the course of evolution is
detennined by their efficiency and stability.

The emergence of the:self is

thus an incidental affair in the course of evolution as a manifestation happened to be associated with a particular system favored by population statistics.

We may thus sunnise that mind is not absolute; there are various kinds

of mind associated with various kinds of life (and generalized life).

The

present kind of mind happens to be the one associated with the present kind of
life.

•
-...)

A discussion concerning the second law of thennodynamics is in order here •
According to this law a closed system tends to reach thermal equilibirum, a
state which will not change any further.

From the statistical point of view

this tendency corresponds to a change from the ordered state to the random

.,,;

··- ..

~-.

..... ;·
- --·- --- ·--· -··· ....
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state.

If the whole universe is taken as a closed system, we would expect"

this tendency to take place and the universe is heading to the state of heatdeath (the whole universe is in thermal equilibrium).

On the other hand, life

is constantly active and the evolution of life proceeds in the direction of
from-the simple to the camplexo
opinion that the phenome~
thermodynamic so

The contrast leaves the frequently expressed

of life are not compatible with the second law of

This difference will now be analysed.

First of all, if life

\

were a closed system there would be real contradiction.

But life is not a

closed system; it exchanges matter and energy with the outside world"
the whole universe is not yet in thermal equilibri\.1111.

Second,

The part of the uni-

verse where life thrives (biosphere of the earth) is actually in a steady
state rather than an equilibrium state--i.e .. , energy flows into it from a high
temperature source (the sun) and out of it into a low temperature sink (the
outer space).
tradict ion.

The second law does not apply to steady state and thus no

con~

Before heat-death occurs many things such as 1 ife may still

hap~

pen.
A related problem occurs here.

Most physical systems, such as gases,

liquids and solids, are thermodynamic systems 't\'hich are not isolated but are
in equilibrilUil with the surroundings.

The thennodynamic systems, being in the

equilibrium state, do not change unless the, external conditions are change<L
Life, being a sequence of ceaseless changes, cannot be understood on the basis
of thermodynamic systems which would require a sequence of ceaseless changes
"of the external conditions to give rise to the activities of the system.
Even if the activities of life form a sequence (not cyclic), tlrus one

ini~

tiates another, the whole sequence will eventually .come to thel'IOOdynarnic
equilibrium according to the second law and everything will stop.

If life

0'
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were a thennodynamic system, its activities must be the results of acts of
some external agents that manipulate the thennodynamic system.

The question

of life thus is shifted to the nature and behavior of the agents.

The agents

cannot be thenwdynarnic systems themselves because the behavior of the agents

II ,

cannot be explained if they -were thennodynamic systems, unless they were

II

manipulated by other agents, and so on, ad infinittun.
therefore, would have to be supernatural.

I
!

The ultimate agent,

If we want to consider life that

is constantly active as a natural phenomenon, it cannot be a thennodynamic
system.

What else are there in physics that are not thenoodynamic systems?

There are non-equilibrium systems, which always eventually reach equilibritun
!

I
I

I

I
I

according to the second law; and combinations of non-equilibrium systems,
which in the long last general! y reach equil ibriurn.

The deadlock is broken

in one exceptional case when a sequence of nan-equilibrium processes form a
closed cycle; \D'lder proper conditions the cycle may maintain itself without
coming to thermodynamic equilibrium, and the sequence of activities, once
started, will keep on repeating itself without corning to a stop with no external manipulation.

This is the establishment of a self-maintained system.

When this happens we call it life (or life-like system).

The requirement of

an external agent to pull the wire to give rise to life is thus eliminated;
the wires are pulled by the components of the cycle, each one acting on the
next and eventually returning to the first, forming a closed cycle.

The

proper condition that makes self-maintained system possible, in the case of
the discharge tube, is just the steady state voltage input and output across
the tube.

All living systems are more or less in a steady state with regard

to the exchange of matter and energy with the surroWldings.

In fact, under

steady state condition, whatever changes take place nust be cyclic.

-~·>~-~······--·- ~--------··-··
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the external world does not manipulate through the input and output; it merely
provides a steady state condition.

Manipulation involves a sequence of changes

(instructions) but the steady state does not change in time.

It may also be

concluded that life is a manifestation of the steady state and therefore
there will be no life in the heat-:-death state.
It may now be said that the idea of the cycle is the one only important
"philosophical" idea necessary for the understanding of life (15).

It is the

cycle that makes the ecponentially multiplying system possible so that life
may perpetuate; it is the cycle that makes the self-maintained system possible
so that life may be constantly active.

It is also the cycling of material

between life and physical world in life-death cycles that makes evolution
possible so that llPre complicated, more ingenious forms may develop.

If some

species lvould not die, thus breaking the cycle of circulation and therefore
"hoarding" .the building material, evolution will stop and nothing more advanced will appear (16).
The four characteristics discussed so far probably are enough for an
understanding of the basic behavior of life up to the plant kingdom.

They

cover a few aspects of life that are seemingly different from ordinary physi-·
cal

~ystems

cipleso
the plant

and they are analysed and understood in tenns qf physical prin-

The emergence of the animal kingdom, which is actually a parasite to
kingdom~

involves the appearance of several additional characteris-

tics of life which are discussed belowo

These characteristics are also present

in rudimentary form in the plant kingdom, and they cannot be taken as the basis
to draw a sharp line to demarcate the ·animal. kingdom.

··--·-·-·'--------·-- ..
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So

Motor system

Mbst animals are characterized by the ability of exerting mechanical
energy, most obviously in locomotion.

Tlmt a physical system, given energy

supply. will exert mechanical energy and execute locomotion is no surprise
(all engines (17) and vehicles are of this kind); thus the IIPtor system per
se is within the realm of physical science.

The problem is how such a system

appears as the product of a linearly nultiplying system concomitant with an
exponentially nultiplying system.

The mechani,sm of nuscle action is a major

topic in biophysics and biochemistry and the generation of mechanical energy
has been analysed on the physical basis.

6o

Sensory system

Most animals are also characterized by the capacity to respond to externaJ. physical stimuli such as electromagnetic waves, static mechanical pressure, mechanical vibrations, chemicals in solution and chemicals in air; thus
arise the senses of vision, touch, hearing, taste and smell.
system~

Like in the rootor

it is no surprise to find a physical system capable of responding to

one of the stimuli (all measuring instruments are of this kind), and the problem again is to see how such a system built into the living system.

Sensory

perception is another major topic in biophysics and the process may be analysed into elementary phsyical processes.

•

7.,

.~~~~!£r ~rdination s~te~.(Brain2z.stem)

The advantages of the motor system that are responsible for the appearance of the system in the course of evolution are obviously'the greater
accessibility to necessities and greater safety in avoiding danger.

---
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a sensory system these ftmct10ns will have to be carried out by trial and
error~

which is rathc·r ine:.tficient,

The advantage of the sensory system is

to enable the organism to recognize necessities <Uld danger,

But the sensory

systems wUl not be useful unless the information received i.s used to direct
the action of the

mo~or

system"

Thus a sensory-motor coordination system is

called for and is favored to develop in the evolutional processo

The bra:i11

of higher animals, particularly of man 9 which is so highly developed and so
highly distinguishes man from all others, is basically a
nation systemo

In

fact~

sensory~motor

coordi-

the various parts 'of the brain develop concomitantly

with t.he various sense perceptions for their coordination$ though not neces=
sarily limited to it later; thus tectum develops with visiont thalanus
develops with touch and

hearing~

and cortex develops with smell (the

rccogni~

tion of complex m:>lecules is more difficult than other physical stimuli).,
Many of the mental activites, no matter how complicated they may

appear~

can

eventually be analysed as sensoryomotor coordination action, even though the
sensing may take place a long time

ago~

in different locality, even by other

individuals, and the motor action may be progrannned for many years hence, in
different locality by different individuals (such as the writing of a will)o
Sensory=motor coordination action in physical world i? also no surprise
to

find~

such as a door controlled by an electric eyeo

coordination actions in

an~als

elementary physical processes"

Simple sensory-motor

may not be difficult to analyse in terms of
The more complicated ones involving memory,

leamingf reasoning and calculation, are of course more difficulto

The work

in this field is just beginn:ing 9 but there is ·no reason why these cannot be
analyse<L

After

all~

computers that possess these properties have been con=

structed.o

·,.
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The above discussed characteristics cover aspects of the life phenomena
that are apparently different from the usual physical systems.

The foregoing

disrussion intends to show that they can eventually be analysed on the physi- ·
cal basis.

Thus life phenomena are not intrinsically different from physical

phenomena (18).

The only

di~ference

is that they are rare and are special

cases that ocrur only in rather special circumstances.

The interplay of the

special circumstances and the development of life is what we call the evolutional history.

The understanding of life phenomena is thus closely tied to

the problem of evolution,
left to Paper II.

This dynamical aspect of the problem of life is

In the present phenomenological study, general principles

(static) of the various characteristics are developed; in Paper II general
dynamical principles will be developed, the two together being the general
principles of biology.

Definition of life
We may now consider the problem of the definition of life.

Since life

phenomena are not intrinsically different from physical phenomena, there is
no compelling need nor is it possible to make an exact definition to demarcate life from non-lifee

Thus any definition of life may. be made only for

convenience~

Actually, different forms of life have different

the sake of

characteristics and no single definition is equally appropriate for all.
111erefore. it is convenient to define a variety of life forms by a variety of

•

combinations of the characteristics discussed above.
defined by the first three characteristics.
first four characteristics.
tics,

Thus virus may be

Plants may be defined by the

Animals may be defined by all seven characteris-
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With this flexibility of definition we are able to define other forms of
1ife not presently existing on earth by other combinations of the characteris·
tics or other variations of the characteristicso

After allf. these characteris-·
,...

tics strike us as life=like and any system possessing these may be considered
as a sort of life=like objecto

This attitude is useful and convenient be-

cause each characteristic has its general principles

and~

once w1derstood 9

•

may be usefully applied to other systems having the same characteristic"
Thus we may define

l?.~_imordial

life (now extinct) and sub-life (may still

exist) by requiring merely the first characteristic of exponential
cation"

multipli~

We may define exo-life that have the same characteristics as ours

(thus life-like) but carry them out by different schemes (such as the n=3
exponentially multiplying system) o

When we look for life in outer space we

certainly should not limit ourselves to life forms exactly the same as ours
(say, those using DNA or RNA as genetic material)"
fact, much more interestingo

The other forms are, in

We may define SU£_er~life by requiring addi tiona!

characteristics currently not in existence but theoretically possible"

No one

has seriously considered what are the other characteristics possible"
With the same spirit we may generalize further in defining a variety of
~eudo=;!,!~es.

by requiring any one of the characteristics from 2 to 7"

servo~mechanisrn

Thus a

may be considered as a pseudo=life defined by being a self=

controlled system; a computer may be considered as a pseudo=life defli1ed by
beillg a sensorydmotor coordination systemo
o

life from usual standards but they are
is not unjustified to consider them

These objects are obviously not

life~like

pseudo-~ lives,.

to a certain extent, and it
However~

such definitions

would be merely a game of words unless they serve a useful purpose.

And we

do find them useful ill that the basic prmciples of each characteristic are

- ~- ------------- -------- _________________________,___ j
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equally applicable to these inanimate material systems as to life systems.
The study of one helps the lUlderstanding of the other.

The life and life-like

systems defined above may be considered as special cases of a more general

...;

class called &eneralized life defined by any one or several characteristics
discussed previously.

Civilization as generalized life
As a matter of fact, the present world minus the physical world is nearly
all life or life-like.

The life-like part comes into being by the same evolu-

tional principles that bring life into being.

The subject matter of economics,
and
politics, sociology and history, the arts, the cultures,jthe civilization are
not physical nor biologicalp but they are life-like to a certain extent and
may be considered as pseudo-lives and may be investigated by the general principles of the characteristics of life.

Of course, they are not limited to the

characteristics of the present form of life, but the new characteristics may
also be analysed by the same methodology employed in the analysis .of life.
This opens up a whole new area of investigation and this approach may
eventually make the humanities and the social studies into sciences.
For example, the mOdern economical system is a self-maintaitled system as
defined aboveo

To illustrate in a rather naive way, lve notice that steel mill

.is needed to p,roduce steel, but steel itself is needed in building the steel
mill, thus forming a cycle.

The cycle comes into being by a long evolutional

process in which primitive smeltering processes were first developed to make

0

steel without ferrous metal.

In other parts of the world the cycle may be

established by a catastrophic act of importing steel and technology from outsideo

·-··-"···-.-~

... --

\
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If all steel processing facilities of the world are destroyed at once,
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smel~

the cycle is broken and cannot be reestablished except by the primitive
tering methodf which may no longer be available in the future.

Actually the

economic system as a whole is a sel £-maintained system; the vurious imlustries
m1d segments form a complicated network supporting one another on a cyclic

basis"

The problem the underdeveloped countries face is not just building

one industry or another (establishing linearly rultip1ying systems) but ls
building a viable economy (to break into a

self~maintained

system) o

ficulty is comparable to that of the breakdown of a discharge tube.

The difThe

economic aid to Europe after the Second World War served as a catastrophic
act to reestablish the broken sel.f ·maintained system; Europe is now on its
The economic aid to many other parts of the world still has not suc-

OWIL

ceeded in establishing self-maintained systems, where there were none before.
!Vbreover, the history of economic development is characterized by the
tion of industrial proch.lcts from the status of luxury item

transi~

to that of neces-

sity (starting from the savage's apron to the medieval watch to the modern
television).
plying systemo

The luxury item is the trash we discussed in the linearly

multi~

Once the trash is built into a self-maintained system it

becomes a necessity.

The development of the economical system thus follows

closely the general principles of the linearly rultiplying system and the
self-maintained system.
The same kind of reasoning shows that the civilization as a whole is a
self-maintained system; the various segments of it help support one another
in complicated cyclic net\vorks.

The economic system is just one segment of

it and operates within an even larger net\vork,

Hany of the characteristks

we discussed of economic systems apply equally well to the civilization as a

whole.
revive,

Thus one~ a civilization breaks dmvn it is either dead or difficult to
The Western civilization, after the fall of Rome, took a thousand

0
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years to
/revive (is it still Home?).

The concepts of injury, revival and death can be

applied to economic systems and civilization as a whole, not because these systerns are mysteriously anthromorphic, but because they are self-maintained
systems and follow the same general principles of the system which also
gOvern life systems.
The idea of introducing biological concepts (organismic,. anthromorphic)
in humanistic studies is not new; Spengler and Toynbee are among the authors
engaged in this endeavor.

While some of their conclusions seem valid, they

are not universally accepted because
analogy"
apply"

t~eir

works are intuitive and mostly

As such it is hard to establish the limit within which analogy may

Indiscriminate application of analogy is certain to lead to ridiculous

conclusions.

We have shown that certain aspects of l"ruman activities follow

the general principles in common with same of the biological systems, ru1d
biological analogy is valid in these aspects.

The discussion also points the

way how to apply the analogy discriminately.

In fact, within the limits, the

general principles may be applied thoroughly to their logical conclusion;
beyond the limits, new principles may be developed by the same methodology.
This is the _way an art becomes a science.
discuss humanistic studies in detail.

This article is not the place to

On the other hruld,. human beings are a

part of the biological world, and therefore human activities cru111ot be isolated from the principles of the biological world.

In fact, biological

studies carmot avoid human activities and will not be complete without them •

•
I
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A piece of crystal in a bottle on a shelf is considered "dead",

In this

sense the virus crystal in a bottle on a shelf is considered "dead"'
Higher animals in sleep still carry on physiological activities,
seeds still breathe air.
and come back alive again,

'

"

Higher organisms cannot be

11

Plant

dead" for a\vhilc

a)
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15,.

While the Greeks may claim originality on all scientific ideas in the
Western civilization 8 the idea of the. cycle is conspicuously absent· in
Helenic thoughL

This may be the reason why the understanding of life

is so fa:r behind that of the physical world.

While the idea of the cycle

is present in the Sinic thought as embodied in the Five Rank theory, the
most elaborate development of the idea is to be found in the Indic
thought as manifested in Buddhismo
16o

lnterestinglyJ stellar evolution is one of this kind; thus helium is the
hoarder of stellar material in

hydrogen~burning

stars, etc.

TI1e "evolu··

tion" is actually the successive appearance of stagesp each characterized
by a more effective hoarder than the previous oneo

Thus the process is

leading to a dead end (probably the neutron star)" · The absence of the.
cycle is responsible to the absence of nuclear

life~=a

fonu of life

based on nuclear reactions instead of chemical reactions.
17 . .

The idea of the cycle enters here again; all heat engines worl< on a
cyclic basis, thus making continuous conversion of heat to work possible"
The idea of cycle may be extended from temporal to spatial; thus the
large scale, precisely regular structure of crystal is possible from
'

.

infinitesimal molecules because of the exact spatial cyclic repeat,

The

crystal form (such as that of DNA) is responsible for important biological
functions~.

18"

(

\

This does not mean to degrade life to the level of inanimate material
systemt which is the fear of many who object to a physical analysis of
life,.

The very purpose of this paper is to delineate the properties of

life that are not possessed by simple mechanical systems.

Life grows out

of the parentage of the physical world but has established a new world

30

in its ow.n right.

In fact, only in these characteristics the meaning and

value of life may be found.

The nobility of an individual is never.

eclipsed by his humble parentage.

It is more gratifying to be ccrtau1

of one's parentage, no matter how humble, than to inherit a glamorous
title trainted with the doubt of illegitimacy.
19.
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